Iiet
= ( t * * *' ' *n-1 = ^xi» x 2'"'" ' x n-1^' XCt^) = (X(t1),X(t2),...,X(tn_1)) and let where t/],t2,.. .ftn eT, t^<t2<... <tQ, xt ,xi eX , 12 n be the transition probabilities of the process X.
We assume that the process X satisfies the conditions:
1°.
(1) lim P(X(tJ = x. ,...,XUJ = Xj ) = lim P( X(tn) = X, ) = for x. 4 x. n PlXU.JsX, ) for x. = x. n~ ' n-1 ^ and the convergence is uniform with respect to x. ,x. . n-1 n 2°. There exists a finite limit (2) Ilm ?
and the convergence is uniform with respect to t ,,, x. , Kl-^ 3 . We assume that q is a continuous function with respect to tQ Prom (1) it follows that (5) lim P 1 (t n-1' x i ' Si' f x i P = X f x l tx i ^ and the convergence is uniform with respect to x.^ J, i.e. process X satisfies trie continuity condition. n~'1 n From (2) it follows that v4) lim _ 5l! t r" t n-1 -= ^n-l^i^'l-ij) and the convergence is uniform with respact to tQ xi , n-1
Definition.
We say that a process X is a discrete stochastic process if its phase space X is a denumerable set and conditions 2°,3° are satisfied.
Let us consider a stochastic process Z = f(X), where f is a piecewise monotonic function. Denote by X the phase space of the process Z and the transition probabilities of the process Z by '^n'( z j P*
We shall prove the following theorem. Theorem. If X is a discrete stochastic process, f is a piecewise monotonic function,then Z = f(X) is a discrete stochastic process.
Proof. Denote
then we have = pOCUn) =xÍq) and passing to the limit under sum sign, we get
and the convergence ia uniform with respect to z. , iz. I, • Jn-1 I V Therefore the process Z satisfies condition 1 . Now we shall show that the process Z satisfies condition 2°.
Taking into aocount (5) we can write
*n " *n-1
Since we can write (7) in the foim
From (2), (5) and ^8) we have ) Therefore the process Z satisfies condition 2°. The continuity of the function Q follows from condition 3° and.
(9). The proof of ,the theorem is complete.
From (6) and (9) it follows that the transition probabilities of the process Z satisfy the conditions (10) lim p 2 (t n-r z t ^ t jt n n-1 and the convergence is uniform with respect to z. , Iz . \ D n-1 l It follows from the proved theorem that the class of discrete stochastic processes in closed with respect to piecewise monotinic transformations.
In applications sometimes it is interesting to know the trans it ion probabilit ie s (12) I^V^x w t n ,{y)) = P(Y(t n ) = y|X(t n _ 1 ) = x^) and their properties, if a) we know the transition probabilities
, c) the process X satisfies condition 2° and 3°. Let us consider the case when function g is a piecewise monotonic function (it is no special case of the previous c ons ide ra t ions).
We shall prove that if the process X satisfies condition 2°, then the transmition probabilities (12) satisfy conditions (13) (14) lim -n n-1
and the convergence in (13) is uniform with respect to x. ,{y}, the convergence in (14) is uniform with respect to n-1 tn -1 ' Xi n-1 ,{y} ' Note that
i n "n g(*i )=y Therefore from (12) and (16) (14) is thus proved. Because q is a continuous function^with respect to concequently the sum on the right-hand side of (21) is a continuous function with respect to Therefore the process Y = g(X) is a discrete stochastic process.
All the consideration in this paper concern pon-markovian processes (processes which can be but need not be markovian processes). Some results for non-markovian processes were also obtained in the previous paper of the author, for example Cl]>
[2]. 
